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This is an interesting and very useful book,

This first volume does in fact treat aspects of

the first of three projected volumes. If the index

all five of the most important earlier poems while

were at least three times the present length, it

emphasizing 'Burbank with a Baedeker: Bleistein

would be an essential reference work for any seri‐

with a Cigar' and 'The Dirge' as the poet's "take"

ous student of Eliot's poetry. As is, it should find a

on the Inferno. The second volume will treat 'Mr.

place in every university library. It traces the

Eliot's Sunday Morning Service' (the Purgatorio)

sources of allusions in Eliot's poems to other liter‐

and 'The Hippopotamus' (the Paradiso); and vol‐

ary and philosophical works, historical events,

ume three will examine The Waste Land (the In‐

names, and images, even to the fourth remove

ferno) and "The Hollow Men" (the Purgatorio). It

and brings this information into a usable format.

would have served the reader well, I think, if at

Moreover, it presents its own provocative reading

least the four shorter poems treated most exten‐

of Eliot.

sively here could have been printed in an addi‐

The projected trilogy's "thesis is that the po‐

tional appendix.

ems form an organic sequence, and provide a

In many respects, this book requires and de‐

comic or absurdist improvisation on Dante's Com‐

serves a review more proper to the T.S. Eliot Net

media. A protagonist, who may finally prove to be

than to H-Antisemitism. Its overall argument is

the reader, makes two consecutive journeys

not about Eliot's purported antisemitism, but

through hell, purgatory, and heaven, Dante's three

rather about the extensive web of references of

kingdoms of death." "The absurdist or Dadaist

all kinds that link his work particularly to Dante's

"narrative" ... has been overlooked primarily be‐

Divine Comedy and Joyce's Ulysses. The Jewish as‐

cause Eliot constructs it largely from puns and

pects are a secondary concern. Were they prima‐

witticisms that turn on details in his "source"

ry, they would require a less discontinuous treat‐

works (p. 11)."

ment and a more consistent argument about their
final significances than volume one provides. Per‐
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haps, Sloane intends to tackle these thorny issues

the discussion. This slide from no evidence to in‐

more systematically in the later volumes. Even

teresting similarities to the connection being pre‐

though it is not the major subject of the author in

sumed as hard "fact" occurs often enough in the

this volume, my review will concentrate on Eliot's

book to become worrisome. Though it works well

"Jewish Question."

here, it works less well elsewhere.

[Perhaps here is a suitable place to interrupt

And yet. The net result of this and other ex‐

my review of Sloane's discussion by reminding us

tended comparisons and allusion huntings is that

that there are only -- to my count --about twelve

one however skeptical at first realizes that Sloane

lines in Eliot's early poetry that provide clear

is in fact bringing to our attention some impor‐

grounds for discussing his poetry as antisemitic.

tant insights concerning Eliot's work and Wilde's

These lines do however activate and intensify oth‐

upper-class protagonist's antisemitism; the differ‐

er potentially antisemitic images in their poems,

ences are as important as the similarities. This

and in other of Eliot's poems, thus making the dis‐

conflictive technique forces the reader to be con‐

cussion valid and relevant.]

tinually on guard against the empirically weak ar‐
gumentation, and at the same time to remain

Both Dante and Joyce, Sloan argues, avoided

alert to the creative perception of the author, who

traditional Christian antisemitisms. Eliot, in the

seems not to have found a discursive framework

above-mentioned poems, therefore, has to be

capacious enough to hold all her diverse percep‐

placed literarily and in terms of antisemitic dis‐

tions.

course closer to them, certainly, than to the tradi‐
tional pairing of him with the avowed antisemite,

At the end of this discussion of Dorian Gray' s

his friend, Ezra Pound. Because they were friends

antisemitism, Sloane queries (much less unwar‐

does not mean they believed or wrote alike about

rantedly than it would have seemed at the begin‐

Jews. To give some idea of how the author pro‐

ning): "Is Eliot, in any case, distancing himself

ceeds in this difficult subject matter, I shall ignore

from Dorian Gray's disdainful distate for Sibyl

Dante, Joyce (and Pound) in my discussion of

Vane's cigar-smoking manager? This depends on

Eliot's purported antisemitism and turn instead to

what he intends to do with Wilde's "hideous Jew,"

Sloane's extended comparison between Eliot's at‐

transported from Dorian Gray along with the

titudes to Jews and those to be found in Oscar

Shakespeare plays that he loved." "Given that re‐

Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray (pp. 262-276).

pulsive but good-hearted Mr. Isaacs is not as bad
as one might have thought, it will be fitting if

Sloane begins by making it clear that, al‐

Bleistein, too, surprises us by unnoticed redeem‐

though Eliot never mentioned Oscar Wilde, there

ing qualities (p. 276)."

are surprisingly interesting connections to be
made between Eliot's awareness of Gautier's poet‐

It might be "fitting," but I haven't found any

ry and literary theories, Dorian's hedonist delight

"unnoticed redeeming qualities" in Bleistein by

in Gautier's volume of poetry in Chapter 11, the

the end of the book, let alone by page 276. Sloane

seedy antisemitism in The Picture of Dorian Gray

has certainly noticed and developed every con‐

and that of Eliot's poetry. From "no mention at

ceivable such quality in the sources and the con‐

all," we have moved some distance to the book

nections to other Eliot poems. But they seem to

having possibly been read by Eliot -- not an unrea‐

derive more from her own evaluation based on

sonable conjecture, given how well read was

the goals and conclusions stated in her Author's

Eliot. But from there we move to probable influ‐

Preface, than from evidence that can be extracted

ences, similarities, analogies, and contrasts, which

from the poems themselves. Sloane finds many

somehow become accepted "facts" by the end of

suggestive connections between Dante's "Semite"
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(David, the Psalmist) and Eliot's own evocations of

word's sources and connections helps to dilute the

the Semite. Additional similarities between Bleis‐

nastiness of both stanzas and of the three lines

tein and Joyce's Bloom lack persuasiveness for

from 'Gerontion,' perhaps. But taken as printed,

me.

the overall effect is antisemitic, whatever the in‐
tentions, sources, or allusions of the parts may

After reading this book, I find I still read the

suggest.

two stanzas on Bleistein in "Burbank with a
Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar" and the four

Sloane's discussion of the 'Jewishness' of the

lines in "Gerontion" as both gratuitously and nas‐

name Bleistein records fairly the existence of non-

tily antisemitic. The simple test for gratuitousness

Jewish Bleisteins, as well as non-Jewish Kleins

is to take the lines out of the poem and see if any‐

(another possibly 'Jewish' name in the poem). I

thing left in the poem demands their return.

find this as irrelevant to the question of kinetic
antisemitism here as is the probably accurate con‐

Here are stanzas four and six from "Burbank

nection of ' saggy knees' and 'palms turned out' to

with a Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar"; they rep‐

a lesser artistic tradition of depicting the crucifix‐

resent two quatrains out of eight, 25 percent of

ion (thus making the picture of Bleistein more

the lyric:

sympathetic, perhaps, for those knowledgeable

But this or such was Bleistein's way: / A saggy

about painting).

bending of the knees / And elbows, with the palms

Together, even outside the poem, let alone in‐

turned out, / Chicago Semite Viennese.

side it, each image does its part to construct the

'On the Rialto once. / The rats are underneath

traditional antisemitic picture of Jewish males

the piles. / The jew is underneath the lot. / Money

with ugly deformed bodies, as rootless cosmopoli‐

in furs. The boatman smiles,

tans, usurous, corrupt businessmen allied to Shy‐

I leave aside Sloane's discussion of the inter‐

lock, akin to vermin. Much, oddly enough, like

vening images of the "lustreless protrusive eye,

Joyce's picture of Bloom. This depiction had its se‐

'protozoic slime,' not because they are not anti‐

cure place in the traditional antisemitic carica‐

semitic in context, but because without the above

tures of the time, that were -- as Sloane points out

two stanzas, which contain the poem's kinetic an‐

-- sneered at as gross by non-Jews, who neverthe‐

tisemitism (jews and slime and rats), the images"

less felt and thought and said equivalent things,

reinforcement of antisemitism disappears, and

only in a more refined manner.

the poem sinks into its own confusions and de‐

Sloane argues Eliot is a satirist (I agree, he of‐

served obscurities. Readers have only the prob‐

ten is) and is not espousing but rather belittling

lem of finding some relevance of the eye and

the antisemitic caracature of Jews found among

slime to the characters remaining. And they're

the antisemites of his own class; he is, in fact,

slimy enough not to cause much problem, even

mocking them by constructing it of non-anti‐

were Bleistein as theoretically absent as Sloane

semitic parts. If this is true, he failed in the first

suggests he might be.

duty of the satirist -- making certain that his target

What we're left with in 'Burbank' without

audience gets his message. I have heard no re‐

these two stanzas is an ornate and dull poem I

ports that upper-class individuals complained of

doubt anyone would give a second reading to

Eliot's unfair attack on them or his too friendly

without the antisemitic stanzas, were not Eliot

view of the Jews. The 'satire' was either too subtle

also the poet of 'Prufrock' and The Waste Land (let

or, in my view, no satire at all.

alone the later religious meditations, the Four

But, perhaps, I am mistaken. Eliot may have

Quartets). Sloane's method of following out each

intended what Sloane suggests. Yet the inclusion
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of antisemitic stereotypes in the Bleistein poem

These lines ally Eliot with the antisemites

suggests at the very least Eliot' s careless indiffer‐

who depict Jews as oppressive slumlords, subhu‐

ence as to how this writing might feed common or

man animals, seedy and destructive of --in this

' refined' prejudices. Granted, he wrote before the

case -- old men and relatively innocent helpless

Holocaust and so at least, unlike Pound, is not

ones at that. That Eliot's sources may be comic or

guilty of anything more than lending his art to yet

positive could be considered perhaps on some

another expression of Christian contempt for

aesthetic principle or other to mitigate the charge.

Jews. A conservative, not a Fascist, and certainly

Perhaps. It could equally however be argued as

not a Nazi, producer of rather tame stuff com‐

evidence that he took unantisemitic materials and

pared to the vicious caricatures and comments of

for no decent reason refashioned them into anti‐

the period, Eliot is still not as guiltless as Sloane

semitic products. Minimally, I read them as part

makes him out to be. True, he might have been

of a monstrous strand in Christendom's relation‐

worse, but his little did harm enough.

ship to Jews. Eliot, the educated Bostonian, Har‐
vard man, and omnivorous reader knew where

These four lines from "Gerontion" will serve

such pictures of Jews came from and what they

to make my point. They paint a picture all the nas‐

had wrought.

tier because it is even more gratuitous than the
example cited above from "Burbank with a

After detailing the antisemitic implications of

Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar":

Eliot's antisemitic references, Sloane tends to
lessen their force by submerging them in a bath

My house is a decayed house, And the jew

of non-antisemitic sources, puns, and learned al‐

squats on the window sill, the owner, Spawned in

lusions. I find this makes confusing reading. Here,

some estaminet of Antwerp, Blistered in Brussels,

the book's discontinuous argumentation add to

patched and peeled in London. (lines 7-10, of

the problem. Sloane devotes pages of treatment to

some 76 lines)

putatively antisemitic elements in Eliot's poetry,

The speaker of the poem is an wizened old

one of the important themes of her book, and

man, living in seedy poverty, unheroic, reflecting

then the subject vanishes, reemerging later in dif‐

on the emptiness of his life, mind, soul -- a famil‐

ferent, sometimes unrecognizable forms. My sec‐

iar character in many Eliot poems. There are oth‐

ond reservation is a bit less literary.

er potentially antisemitic words that the presence

It's not only Eliot's poems under discussion,

of these four lines calls into activity, and Sloane

but also Eliot's public image as the symbol of

deals extensively with them. I ignore them since

Christian probity. Satire by its nature is a mixed

without these particular lines, those words or

genre. It like its creators -- depends on its implied

phrases remain unactivated as antisemitic allu‐

or stated moral principles to escape the charge of

sions.

bad temper, gratuitous nastiness, malicious politi‐

Sloane treats this passage very thoroughly,

cal or social agendas. It has both consciousness of

pointing up its contradictions, its non-antisemitic

-- and intention to effect some change in -- public

references, and I mostly agree with her demon‐

behavior or attitudes. These poems appeared in

stration. My point, however, is their gratuitous‐

real life, a time of virulent antisemitism. They

ness: take them out of the poem, and there is no

were taught in universities after the Holocaust

antisemitism; leave them in, and there is active

had become a known fact, and often without any

antisemitism, no matter how contradictory to his‐

felt need to discuss their contribution to maintain‐

torical fact or to the sources of the passage's sub‐

ing the respectability of a particularly vicious

tle allusions. Eliot left them in.

American, English, and Western behavior. My old
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Portuguese New England First Sergeant once said
you don't have to be an intellectual to know when
you're being put down. Pure sources only aggra‐
vate the impure insult; they don' t lessen the ef‐
fect. Once the merde -- to use a favorite Eliot term
-- falls on you, you never forget the smell.
That said, I take part of Sloane's admonition
to heart. Even though I read 'Burbank with a
Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar' and 'Gerontion'
differently, it is only fair to repeat, and insist, that
these are rareties in the opus of one of the twenti‐
eth century's greatest poets. They are not what he
will be remembered for, nor would I have it any
other way.
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